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Beware horror fan, for the blood-red marker is on your hands in this brand-new coloring book format

for adults! It features Pre-code comic book frights from talents like Frank Frazetta, Steve Ditko, Matt

Baker, Lee Elias, Basil Wolverton, Don Heck, Jack Cole, and many more. This do-it-yourself deluge

of dark delights is sure to give you goosebumps of titillation and make your hair stand straight on

end. It's perfect for fans of the gruesome, gross, and macabre! 30 pages to color from the creepiest

and most sordid publishers of the time!
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Very nice coloring book. Great images on quality paper. I use odorless mineral spirits to blend and

smooth out the color and it doesn't bleed through the paper. The pages are perforated and remove

from the book easily.

I've been waiting for this book to come out and was not disappointed. This a great collection of

horror comic covers from back-in-the-day. Not for the squeamish. All the books of this series are

well made and this book is no exception. There are small images on the back of each full page

drawing that might be a problem when using markers, but I bought two copies of the book and

carefully cut one apart. I photocopy the pages I want to color on high quality paper and color with

Derwent Inktense pencils blended with water and a tiny brush. These are complex drawings that are



fun, challenging, and leave plenty of room for artistic interpretation. Recommended.

Great collection of 1950s comic covers....decent paper- sturdier than most specialized coloring

books...but the cover is on one side; and then there's a tiny evil face on the other side of each page.

So if you put some plastic or thin cardboard between pages as you color you can probably use

markers without bleeding through to the image underneath. These pictures are really detailed and

were done before the comics code and Senate Hearings (yes they really had political hearings over

comic content) forced publishers to make everything kid friendly; so some of them are genuinely

gory. Ties in well with the zombie craze that's still going as of 2016. All in all a great coloring books

if you want detailed pictures or are a fan of horror tv, movies or you just want to color some

elaborate monsters. There's a pretty wide selection to choose from in this volume. I wish there were

more line work and less black ink splattered everywhere- but if you finally want to color scenes that

aren't tame- this book is still a good choice.

I am a huge fan of vintage horror comics and when I saw this on a YT review I had to get it. I am

very impressed with this book. The paper quality is great, heavier paperweight close to card stock

and the printing is done well. I haven't tried any mediums on this paper yet, but I am thinking I will

likely use inks with a paintbrush to color them in. I was hoping for a second volume of this book, but

after speaking to the creator there will be no second volume, so if you are into these types of comic

coloring books grab one while they last. Highly recommend this book!

I love this book... so much so I bought 3! One for me and 2 for friends.The images are awesome

and the paper quality is top notch!

These haunted horror comic covers are great! I love the pictures. The only thing I do not like is that

there are a lot of black areas that cannot be colored, but other than that I love the book.

The best out of any coloring book that I have gotten for adults. I pull up the original comic cover on

my tablet and attempt to match the colors the best I can and get creative with it. The results are

amazing. I hope they put out another one soon because I feel I will probably do every page. Highly

recommend.

I purchased this for my 13 year old niece who enjoys horror stuff. It's a pretty cool little book and she



says she likes it. The reason for the 4 stars is every other page there is only one face right smack in

the middle. I found that odd. The only thing I could think of is that maybe maybe the other 3/4 of the

page you need to draw to it?
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